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Traffic assignment is the process of allocating trip interchanges
to a transportation systen. This operation is performed to reproduce
both present and future- traffic flow patterns, evaluate proposed plans
or optimize network flows. Host easting assignment procedures are
designed either to reproduce flow patterns or to optimize network
operation. Although the major use of traffic assignment in urban
transportation studies is to evaluate proposed plans, no analytical
procedure has been available to quantify the adequacy of a transportation
system.
The purpose of this study was to develop a rational concept for
the evaluation of urban transportation syster.s. The concept is based
on the premise that the adequacy of a plan is described as the degree
to which its design features satisfy the study objectives. From the
standpoint of transportation, these objectives are defined as the
attainment of selected levels of service between pairs of urban zones.
A plan is considered adequate when the transportation facilities
accommodate to a reasonable degree the traffic movements at these
desired service levels.
A desire assignment procedure is employed to determine the
nature, magnitude and location of deficiencies on a transportation
system. Trip interchanges are assigned on a proportional basis o
to acceptable routes that satisfy the nre-set levels of service. The
assignment technique results in the detection of link and zonal
deficiencies. Link deficiencies occur when the loads on street
S9[jients exceed the ability of these sections to provide a desired
quality of traffic flow. If no acceptable route exists between
a zonal pair, a zonal deficiency results, and trip interchanges can
be accomodated only by improvements on the system. Link and zonal
deficiencies define the nature and the extent of the improvements
needed to make a plan adequate.
The new concept for the evaluation of transportation systems is
identified as the Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique, or
The various components of this technique were formulated, and
the associated parameters were quantified in this research investigation.
A computer procram was prepared to develop this technique into an
operational format. The application of the process to transportation
networks was denonstrated and analyzed for two cities differing in
size and characteristics.
The SLmolified Proportional Assignment Technique is a reliable
and practical method for the evaluation of transportation plans. This
new concept features a pioneering attempt to quantify the adequacies
and deficiencies of transportation systems in relation to established
study objectives.
INTRODUCTION
The allocation of travel movements to a transportation system
is known as traffic assignment. The interchanges between selected
origins and destinations can be person or vehicular trips for a single
or several modes of travel. The assignment of trips assists in the
evaluation of traffic operational measures for a transportation system
and also permits the study of traffic usage of proposed facilities
during the planning process.
The assignment of trip interchanges to a transportation system
is performed for the following purposes:
1. Reproduction of travel patterns.
2. Evaluation of proposed plans.
3. Optimization of network flows.
In the reproduction of travel patterns, trips are allocated to the
transportation system so that the assigned volumes are similar to the
actual volumes accommodated on the links of the network under the
existing or projected conditions. The procedure may involve the
allocation of the existing or a projected set of trip interchanges
to the existing or a proposed system. The process is employed to study
the changes in flow patterns produced by either a change in the opera-
tional controls or by the addition of new facilities to a system.
Examples of various traffic controls which may be evaluated include
parking restrictions, one-way street operation and special treatment
of major intersections. The new facilities, whose influence on the
operation of the system may be considered, include the construction
of expressways and interchanges and the widening of existing street
sections.
Traffic assignment is also used to evaluate proposed plans and
to detect deficiencies in transportation systems. When the technique
is used for this purpose, trips are allocated only to desire routes.
Between an origin and a destination, one or more desired routes may
exist for the assignment of trip interchanges. Projected travel move-
ments are allocated to either existing or proposed plans. The com-
parison of assigned volumes with available capacities is a measure of
the possible deficiencies existing on the various sections of the
system for the design period under consideration.
A third application of traffic assignment is the determination
of the optimum usage of a transportation network. Trip interchanges
are allocated to the network to optimize one or more chosen travel
parameters, such as the total cost of travel or the total time spent
by drivers on the network. From this assignment, appropriate traffic
engineering control measures are selected to regulate the movement of
traffic on the real system in accordance with the conditions producing
optimum flow. Example control techniques include one-way street opera-
tion, parking restrictions, use of reversible lanes and metering or
closure of selected ramps on expressways.
During the past few years, work in the area of traffic assign-
ment has been concerned primarily with the reproduction of travel
patterns. The approaches have advanced from trip assignments based
purely on personal judgment to systematic computerized procedures.
The formulation of traffic assignment techniques to evaluate proposed
plans has received little attention. Present procedures are not
conceptually sound and are in need of further formulation. The
optimization of traffic operation on a given system is a relatively
recent endeavor and success has been limited to the treatment of only
system segments.
Assignment techniques differ in the choice of the routes to which
trips are assigned and in the treatment of capacities of the links
that make up these routes, .vhen all trips are assigned to the "best"
route only, the process is known as "all or nothing" assignment. The
use of more than one route for the allocation of trips is called
"proportional" assignment. A special case of the latter is the con-
sideration of two routes of differing nature, namely an expressway
and a major arterial. An allocation of this type is often accomplished
by the application of "diversion" curves. Any number of routes may
be used for any of the three purposes of assignment.
The treatment of link capacities is a function of the purpose of
the assignment. In the evaluation of transportation systems for the
determination of possible deficiencies, a desire assignment is sought,
and the link capacities are not taken into consideration in the assign-
ment technique. The links are allowed to carry traffic volumes in
excess of their capacities to show travel desires. In simulation
assignments, including optimal ones designed for system operational
improvement, the load-carrying abilities of the links are included
as a practical constraint. This technique is called "capacity-
restraint" assignment and is designed to reflect the volume-delay
interaction experienced on real networks. The travel delays are con-
sidered by adjusting the impedance factors on the links in accordance
with the assigned traffic loads. The adjustments are iterative in
nature and may be applied after all or portions of the trip inter-
changes are assigned to the respective route sections.
The use of traffic assignment in metropolitan area transportation
studies has centered on the determination of expected loads on the
various parts of proposed systems of transportation. The present
approach is to devise a capacity-restraint model to describe the
expected usage of a system. The accuracy of the assignment model is
verified by assigning present trip interchanges to an existing net-
work and by comparing the obtained volumes with field counts. The
model is then employed to develop the expected flow patterns on alter-
nate plans.
The major problem associated with the attainment of the "best"
transportation plan for a community stems from the present approaches
to the development of these plans. There are no exact methods at the
present time for testing the adequacy of a transportation system in
carrying a given set of trip interchanges or in meeting the study
objectives. Plans are developed on the basis of rough methods of
estimation like the "all or nothing" non-capacitated assignment. In
addition, the capacity-restraint models do not reflect travel desires
or point to system deficiencies. Their application to a developed
plan does not insure that the plan adequately meets the study
objectives. It is possible to accept badly planned networks with
balanced volumes on then by using capacity restraint nodels.
The purpose of this research investigation was to develop a
rational concept for the evaluation of transportation systems. The
concept was designed to permit the analysis of any transportation
system by quantifying the degree to which its facilities satisfy the
study objectives and the travel desires of the community. This new
concept is identified as the Simplified Proportional Assignment Tech-
nique or simply SPAT. It was based on the premise that the community
objectives as related to transportation are the attainment of particular
levels of service between origin-destination combinations within the
study area. These levels of service may differ from one community
to another and may vary over the years for the same community,
proper service levels are selected to reflect the desires of the
people for a transportation system which must be restricted by
financial and technological limitations.
The establishment of the levels of service desirable of a
selected system for a particular stage in the community growth
pattern determines the framework within which an acceptable plan is
to be developed. Only those plans that meet these levels of service
are considered in the decision-making process. The adequacy of an
existing system in meeting the desired levels of service is first
investigated. For every origin-destination combination, all routes
providing movement between the terminals of a trip at pre-set service
levels are determined. Trip interchanges are then assigned to these
routes on a proportional basis in accordance with their relative
attractiveness for the particular travel interchanges. The plan
used in the assignment technique may include either an existing or
a proposed system of transportation.
The application of the above assignment model may result in
one or more of three possible outcomes. First, no route may exist
between an origin and a destination that can accommodate traffic at
the desired level of service. This' situation is defined as a zonal
deficiency, and system improvements must be planned for these un-
assigned travel interchanges. Secondly, some links may be assigned
more traffic than they are able to carry at the desired levels of
service. In this case, improvements are needed on or in the vicinity
of these links to carry the excess traffic. Thirdly, the existing or
proposed system may be able to carry the assigned volumes and provide
the desired levels of service with no deficiencies.
Development of a computer prorxam for the application of the
Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique was included in this
investigation. The program was applied to two cities to quantify
some of the variables of the concept and to demonstrate the use of
the technique in urban transportation studies.
The Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique is a practical
and reliable method of system evaluation. It eliminates some of the
major problems associated with the present approaches to the develop-
ment of transportation plans by encompassing the following features.
1
. The model provides for a direct and simple way of plan
evaluation by considering the differences in goals and resource
limitations within and among different communities. The new technique
accounts for priorities in budgetary expenditures of a city. The
relative standinc of transportation among other community needs is
reflected in the choice of the appropriate levels of service.
2. SPAT is a non-iterative assignment technique. The
allocation of trip interchanges to the respective routes in a single
step is in line with the drivers' predetermined choice of a corridor
of travel. The proportional assignment employed is a realistic
representation of drivers' use of more than one available route between
an origin and a destination.
j. The technique enables the quantitative determination of
the possible deficiencies on a system. The nature and the degree of
the needed improvements are readily obtainable.
^. This procedure permits the correlation of selected service
levels with the economics of providing these qualities of traffic flow
in the urban community.
5. The Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique allows
for complete flexibility in the function of a developed plan. Pre-
ferential improvements to favor particular trip purposes can be
exercised by the proper choice of the levels of service.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The transportation planning studies performed in recent years
have been concerned with determining the amounts of traffic that will
use different sections of a proposed plan. Such knowledge is imperative
in testing the adequacy of plans proposed for selected design years.
Work on this subject has progressed from the consideration of traffic
to be used by a single facility like a bypass or an expressway to the
development of traffic flow patterns over a whole network. The tech-
niques have ranged from procedures based on judgment to systematic
computerized processes.
Extensive efforts in the area of traffic assignment were initiated
around 1950 to develop rational assignment techniques. In that year,
the Highway Research Fx>ard summarized the practices of several states
in assigning traffic to proposed routes (5).* Activities were then
oriented toward developing empirical formulas to be used in estimating
traffic diversion to expressway systems. The development of a system-
atic and efficient method of determining the minimum path through a
maze in 1957 permitted the treatment of a transportation network as
a unit (29). Most recent work on traffic assignment has been based
on the minimum path premise.
Attention for the past six years has been directed toward the
development of iterative procedures of traffic assignment to simulate
Numbers in parentheses refer to sources listed in the 3ibliography.
traffic flow patterns. Many simulation techniques employ a capacity
restraint to limit the assignment of trips within the traffic-carrying
capabilities of the system facilities. Improvement of traffic operation
on a transportation network by optimum assignment procedures is still
in the early stages of development. Computer capacity is the major
problem at the present time.
Purposes of Traffic Assignment
Traffic assignment is the allocation of trip interchanges to a
transportation system. Various assignment techniques are used to re-
produce travel patterns, to evaluate proposed plans and to optimize
network flows. Present or future trip interchanges may be allocated
to an existing or a proposed system in the different techniques.
In the reproduction of travel patterns, trip interchanges are
assigned to the different facilities to produce traffic loadings
comparable with those link volumes existing on the system. The tech-
niques are employed to study the changes in flow patterns resulting
from either a change in the operational controls or from an addition
of new facilities to the system. The operational controls include
one-way street operation, parking restrictions and special treatment
of major intersections. The construction of expressways and inter-
changes and the widening of street segments are among the additions
whose impact on the traffic flow patterns may be studied.
The use of traffic assignment for system evaluation features
the allocation of trip interchanges to desire routes only. The
assignment procedure is designed to determine the extent to which a
system satisfies particular objectives. Deficiencies are obtained
by comparing assigned volumes with available capacities. This
comparative process is repeated until a practical plan is developed
to accommodate the desired traffic interchanges for the selected
design year.
l/hen traffic assignment is used to determine the optimum flow
patterns on a transportation network, trip interchanges are allocated
to the street segments in a manner that optimizes a chosen objective
function. The total cost or the total travel time spent by the drivers
in their movements are examples of parameters used in defining such
objective functions. Traffic engineering operational measures are
then selected to regulate the traffic movement to achieve the optimum
flow. Possible control measures include one-way street operation,
parking restrictions, use of reversible lanes and the closure or
metering of selected ramps on expressways.
Reproduction of Travel Patterns
Several models have been developed to reproduce travel patterns
over a transportation system. Present methods can be placed in the
following categories.
1. Trips are assigned to the "best" route only for each
zonal interchange or "all or nothing" assignment.
2. Two routes are considered in the allocation of trips
between each origin and destination or "diversion" assignment. The
capacity restraint is often employed to produce a model that is
representative of the real-world situation.
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Diversion Curve Assignment
The use of diversion curves in traffic assignment was among the
early attempts to reproduce travel patterns. In diversion assignment,
a proportion of the traffic generated at a zone is assigned to an
arterial system and the remainder to an expressway routine. Simulation
of travel patterns by this technique is on a route basis; that is,
a routin? is developed to inc'lude the proposed expressway while the
next best route includes only travel on the existing arterial system.
Recent methods of this assignment technique incorporate capacity re-
straints for more realism in the reproduction of travel patterns.
Studies were conducted in the 1950' s to compare expressway and
alternate arterial route usage for selected trip interchanges. The
basis of comparison was either a single parameter or a combination
of several variables. When a single measure was used, the comparison
was based on time saved (U, 41), distance saved (4), tine ratio (9, 2?,
^1), distance ratio (41) or cost ratio (22). A typical diversion
curve is shown in Figure 1 . The diversion curves used in major urban
transportation studies have been based on such combinations as distance
and speed ratios or travel tine and distance saved.
Detroit Metropolitan Area Traffic Study (2, 10). The diversion
curves developed by the Detroit Metropolitan Ares Traffic Study group
are shown in Figure 2. Time and distance savings were selected as
the most important considerations in the choice of a route (4).
Indifference curves were formulated for various percentages of express-
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SOURCE: REFERENCE 10
of these diversion curves was very difficult, and new curves were
developed with distance ratio instead of distance differential and
speed ratio instead of time differential as the decision-making
parameters.
"?ecause the Detroit study was performed before the minimum-path
search through a maze was programmed, the following procedure was used.
1. The centroids of the network were coded by a system of
coordinates.
2. The airline distances between zonal centroids were
determined and multiplied by a conversion factor to obtain the best
arterial street distances.
The minimum path for the expressway system was divided
into three segments. Two segments were the connections from an origin
to the expressway system and from this system to a destination. The
remaining section was the portion of the route existing on the express-
way system. The lengths of these three segments were computed sepa-
rately and then added to obtain the minimum path for the expressway
system.
k. The distance ratio and the speed ratio were computed and
trip interchanges proportioned according to the relationship pre-
sented as Figure 2.
After the development of a computer program to find the minimum
path through a network, the assignment procedures were programmed for
both the expressway system and the arterial system. Distance is used
as the parameter for path determination while diversion to the routes
is made on the basis of the travel time ratio. A capacity restraint
function is employed in the assignment of traffic to the arterial
system (2^).
A major drawback in the assignment method used by the Detroit
group x^as the consideration of an expressway system as the only
leans of improvement for the existing network. Traffic loads are
not determined on the individual segments of the system and, as a
result, analyses of these links are not made to consider the effects
of localized street improvements.
California Division of Highways . In an attempt to develop
diversion curves for use in traffic assignment, the California Division
of Highways made observations on the usage of two expressways in
San Diego (?1 ). A hyperbolic relationship describes the traffic
diversion to freeways on a plot with distance differential as the
ordinate and time differential as the abscissa. The equation for
the family of diversion curves was selected as
50(d + mt)
P = 50 +
V(d - mt) 2 + 2b2
where P = percent of traffic diverted to a freeway,
d = distance saved in miles,
t = time saved in minutes,
m = a coefficient relating the value of a mile
saved to a minute lost,
b = a coefficient determining the distance of the
vertices of the and 100 percent boundaries
from the origin.
The values of "b H and "m" were chosen as 1.5 and 0.5 respectively.
The resultinc curves are shown in Figure '
.
Bureau of public Roads (25, kO), The Lureau of Public Roads
program of traffic assignment permits the optional use of diversion
curves in the assignment procedure. The travel time ratio serves as
the basis for proportioning traffic between two alternate routes.
.ihen the network is loaded by diversion assignment, two complete
sets of "trees" are determined. The first set includes all the
minimum paths from every origin to all destinations with the freeways
as part of the transportation syster-.. The second set of "trees"
is composed of all minimum paths in the system without the freeway
portions. ?ased on the ratio of the travel times for the two determined
paths, a diversion factor is applied that proportions the trips to
these two minimum paths. Simulation of travel patterns is then
accomplished by applying the capacity restraint relationship to the
impedance factors on the various links of the system.
The diversion curve assignment involves two independent paths
and thus adds more realism for simulating actual traffic flow con-
ditions than the single path approach. It is not justified, however,
to assume that the condition of only two routes accounts for the
possible paths accommodation of the trip interchanges between a
pair of zones.
"All or Nothing" ./ith Capacity Restraint
The traffic assignment techniques designed for reproducing travel
patterns are summarized in this section. These procedures incorporate
17
P = percent of traffic
diverted to freeway
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Fig. 3 California Diversion Curves
SOURCE: REFERENCE 31
a capacity restraint function and assign trip interchanges to the
respective routes on an "all or nothing" basis.
Chicago Area Transportation Study ('?, 6, 8). The Chicago Area
Transportation Study, identified as CATS, developed a systematic
computerized technique which incorporated the minimum path search to
assign trip interchanges. This procedure reproduces travel patterns
according to the following format.
1. Minimum-path trees are constructed from every origin to
all destinations with the travel times for free-flowing conditions.
2. The trips generated at each zone are distributed to the
various destinations using the determined minimum paths and the
ooportunity model.
3« Starting with the first zone, trip interchanges are
assigned on an "all or nothing" basis to the respective minimum paths.
4. The accumulated volume to capacity ratio is computed for
every link in the network, and the travel tines are adjusted in
accordance with the relationships shown in Figure ^.
5. After the travel times are modified to account for the
traffic volumes resulting on the various links from the first assign-
ment, the trip interchanges from the second zone are then assigned
to the minimum path trees on an "all or nothing" basis.
6. This process is repeated until all zones of trip origin
have been considered.
The order of zonal consideration influences the assignment out-
come and is probably the greatest drawback in this procedure. Chang-
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SOURCE: REFERENCE 8
various links considerably. As a consequence, the ability to re-
produce existing travel patterns does not guarantee that the assignment
of the future trips to the network will reproduce future travel patterns.
The "right" order of loading for best simulation results is not known
and may vary in time with the increasing voluries of zonal interchanges.
Pittsburgh Area Transportation Study (3^ . The Pittsburgh Area
Transportation Study method of traffic assignment is very similar to
the previously discussed technique developed by the Chicago Area
Transportation Study. The travel functions are updated after the
consideration of a new zone, and the assignment is on an "all or nothir. »
basis for each set of new trees. However, the selection of zones was
random in rhe Pittsburgh study and according to a specific order in
the Chicago study. The capacity restraint relationship used by the
Pittsburgh group is shown in Figure 5.
..ayne Arterial Assignment Method (37, 38). The Detroit Area
Traffic Study and the Computing Center at Wayne State University
developed a capacity restraint program of traffic assignment in 1961.
In brief, the method comprises the following steps.
1
.
Minimum path trees are constructed from every origin zone
to all destinations. The program of route selection is an extension
of the Moore algorithm and is known as the branch method for arterial
assignment. Travel times are computed from average speeds under
typical urban conditions, and the nodes are coordinate coded for
distance determination.
2. The first iteration is completed by assigning the zonal
interchanges to the minimum paths on an "all or nothing" basis.
21
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Fig. 5 Capacity Restraint Relationship
(Pittsburgh Area Transportation Study )
SOURCE: REFERENCE 34
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After the ratios of assigned volume to practical capacity
are determined for all links, the travel time on each link is adjusted
according to the following capacity restraint function:
where TV> = revised travel time for use in the second
iteration.
R. = ratio of the assigned volume in the first
iteration to the practical capacity.
T. = travel time used in the first iteration,
e = 2.71828.
4. A new set of minimum path trees is constructed with the
altered travel times obtained in the previous step.
5. Trips are assigned to the new trees on an "all or nothing"
basis.
6. The volumes assigned to the different links are averaged
for the various iterations.
7. Each succeeding iteration is performed by repeating the
above steps and employing the capacity restraint relationship shown in
Figure 6.
8. The procedure is repeated until little volume change occurs
with further iterations.
The above method is designed to simulate travel over a network
and not to analyze or evaluate a transportation system. Although the
technique might permit the comparison of the traffic flows over two^
or more proposed plans, it provides no means of ascertaining the
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(Wayne Arterial Assignment Method)
Traffic Research Corporation (1U, 18, 19). The assignment method
developed by the Traffic Research Corporation combines trip distribution
and traffic assignment. In addition, multi-mode travel can be treated
in the reproduction of travel patterns. Capacity restraints are
specified in the selection of routes and in the choices of destination,
route and travel mode. The following steps comprise this method.
1. The study area is divided into zones, and the person trips
generated are determined for each zone.
2. For one or more travel modes, the minimum path routes are
determined based on "ideal travel times" corresponding to free-flowing
conditions. These routes for automobile, transit, mixed and truck
movements are called "ideal routes".
3. The time factor, the modal split factor and the assignment
factor are next calculated from the derived paths. The time factor
describes the effect that travel time has on the propensity of
travelers to travel between an origin and a destination pair. The modal
split factor determines the portion of traffic that uses mass transit.
The assignment factor describes the proportion of trips from an origin
to a destination on a particular mode and specifies a route for that
mode of travel.
b. By using the calculated tine factors and a modified version
of the gravity equation, person trips are distributed from each zone
to the various destinations on the basis of their relative attractive-
ness.
5. The modal split and assignment factors are employed to
determine the number of person trips that travel on each mode and on
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each route within the node grouping. The trips assigned to particular
facilities are the product of the modal split factor, the assignment
factor and the total person trips generated in each zone.
6. Trips within a mode class are assigned to the respective
routes on an "all or nothing" basis and person trips by automobile or
surface mass transit are converted to automobile trips.
7. The travel times are adjusted for the calculated loads
on the various links by use of the capacity functions shown in Figure 7.
Buses and streetcars are converted to equivalent vehicles.
8. The sequence of steps 2, ?, 5 and 6 is repeated to develop
alternate paths and subsequent assignments. A total of nine routes
between an origin-destination pair can be handled for all travel modes.
9. Trip distributions are modified in accordance with the new
time factors. New trip distributions are obtained by repeating steps
2, ?,, 5. and 6. This procedure is iterated until changes in link
volumes from one solution to the next remain less than some predetermined
value.
Although the method developed by the Traffic Research Dorporation
to simulate travel patterns is probably the most comprehensive procedure
attempted, a large number of iterations are required to attain con-
vergence.
Bureau of Public Roads (40). The "all or nothing" assignment
recommended by the Bureau of Public Roads comprises the following steps.
1 . The minimum-time path from an origin to all destinations
is selected using an extension of the Moore algorithm (29). The
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is repeated for all input nodes which are known as centroids for the
zones.
2. Trips originating at a centroid are assigned to the
minimum-time paths emanating fron that centroid. The order of loading
is not considered when this technique is applied to all centroids in
the system.
'. Based on the assigned volumes and the practical capacities




4 n t c / Assigned volume M
Practical capacity
where T = travel time at which the assigned volur.e
can travel on the subject link.
T = base travel tine at zero volume,
o
The relationship is shown graphically in Figure 8 using speed in place
of travel time.
To moderate the change in loading characteristics which result
from updating the travel times, only one quarter of the change between
T and T is added to the base travel time. The undated travel time
o
to be used in the next iteration is
T 1 = T
q
+ ( 1^-12. )
where T 1 = revised travel time on the subject link.
Another method of moderation is to take the modified travel time as
the average between T and T .
4. A new set of trees is built using the altered travel time
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of making links with volume to capacity ratios greater than one less
desirable in the route selection process. Conversely, links with
volume to capacity ratios less than one become more desirable when
searching for new minimum-tine paths.
5. Trip interchanges are again assigned to the new set of
minimum paths, and the travel times are modified in accordance with
the volume to capacity ratios for the various links.
6. The above procedure of minimum-time path selection and
subsequent trip loading is reiterated until acceptable comparisons
are obtained between field counts and assigned volumes. A satisfactory
assignment is usually accomplished in six iterations. The assigned
volume on each link is calculated as the average loading for all
iterations.
In the assignment process, this model is first applied to the
oresent trip interchanges on the existing network. The bureau of
Public Roads recommends this step to insure that the model reproduces
existing travel patterns. After this verification has been performed,
the technique is applied to the assignment of future zonal interchanges
to reproduce future travel patterns.
Because this assignment is devised to simulate traffic flow,
travel desires or system deficiencies are not evaluated by this
procedure. The use of the BPR nodel to reproduce travel patterns
encompasses the following shortcomings.
1 . The Bureau of Public Roads manual on traffic assignment
states that the total "weighted error" is a measure of the accuracy of
the traffic assignment (40). The total "weighted error" obtained by
comparing assigned volumes with field counts has ranged between
and 46 percent for most assignments made with this method (16).
Thus, considerable error has resulted in this simulation procedure.
2. iVhen the technique is employed with a proposed system,
balanced volumes may result on a badly planned network. A transporta-
tion system could be proposed with planned freeways perpendicular to
major desire lines, and the assigned volumes are within the acceptable
link capacities because sufficient system capacity is available to
accommodate the total trip interchanges. However, many trips will be
made in a circuitous fashion.
Evaluation of Proposed Plans
At the present time, an analytical method is not available to
evaluate the ability of a transportation system to meet the study
objectives. Deficiencies are ascertained only in an approximate
manner by crude techniques. A capacity restraint model does not
reflect travel desires or test the adequacy of a proposed plan. This
technique is used to obtain the anticipated traffic flow patterns on
an already-developed plan. The analysis of the resulting flow patterns
does not provide a basis for plan evaluation because the travel desires
and the study objectives have not been incorporated in the assignment
procedure.
"All or nothing" assignment without capacity restraint has been
used to obtain an estimate of network deficiencies (44). Trip inter-
changes are assimed to the set of best routes with no regard to
capacity limitations. The resulting assignment gives a general picture
of the drivers' desires under free flow and free choice conditions.
This approach aids in the planning of proposed transportation facilities
and in their location.
Similar results can be obtained using a "spider" network. After
centroids are connected by straight lines that represent the desire
paths, trip interchanges are assigned to these paths. The graphical
representation of the assigned trips provides a means for further
analysis of the network.
Another method used to assist in the development of a proposed
plan is known as corridor analysis (12). The study area is traversed
by two perpendicular sets of straight lines. These lines are called
analysis screen lines or corridor lines and may be oriented at any
angle to the street system. Trips are assumed to originate and terminate
at the centroids of zones, and desire movements are represented by
straight lines joining all pairs of centroids. .."hen a desire line
crosses an analysis screen line segment, the desire volume is tabulated
at that location. Movements crossing every analysis line are summed,
and the resulting volumes are plotted to scale on a base map of the
study area. The difference between the desire volumes for a line
section and the capacities provided by the streets crossing that
section is a measure of the link deficiency. This information assists
in determining the nature and the location of proposed facilities.
Radial and circumferential movements can be studied similarly by
considering circumferential and radial corridors.
As mentioned earlier, these methods give only rough estimates
of the travel desires. No technique presently exists to evaluate the
adequacy of a transportation plan quantitatively.
Optimisation of Iletwork Operation
..'hen traffic assignment is used to improve traffic flow conditions
over a riven street network, trip interchanges are assigned to various
routes in a manner that optimizes a particular objective function.
Overall travel tine, distance, cost, any other parameter or combination
of parameters may be used to quantify the objective function. '•Yon
the developed flow patterns, certain operational measures are selected
to regulate the traffic flow on the real network to achieve optimum
operation. These measures may include one-way street operation, park-
in--' restrictions, closure or metering of selected ramps on an expressway
and the use of reversible lanes.
One approach to the solution of the optimum-flow problem has been
linear programming. In 1 9^3» J* A. Wattleworth and P. W. Shuldiner
illustrated the use of linear programming in the "optimum" assignment
of trip interchanges to a network (^3)« No capacity restraint was
employed, and the simplex algorithm was used for solution. Left- turn
penalties were considered by adding dummy links to the network at the
various intersections.
A. Charnes and inf. W. Cooper developed a procedure called the
"multi-copy" method to solve the linear programming problem of optimum
assignment (7). C. Pinnell and G. T. Satterly demonstrated the
application of this method to the assignment of traffic using a ca-
pacity restraint function (:."). The computer program for the applica-
tion of the method is limited in its use to 53 input nodes, 60 capaci-
tated links, "00 network nodes and 1000 links (32).
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The "multi-copy" nodel derives its name from the association of
a network copy with each traffic origin in the network. . I .ar









where J = objective function.
c. = travel cost (in time units) on li
xT= amount of traffic ( imber of vehicles)
J
assigned to link j on copyoc.
£
.
= incidence number for the ->-th branch at the i-
i.]
node ( +1 for input, -1 for output, zero if not
connected to a node).
ET = influx or efflux at the i-th node on cop: cx «
i
A . = capacity limitation (number of vehicles) on
link j.
3y use of a change of variable, the unknown in the prowler, is altered
from the amount of traffic on a link for a specific co ) to
a percentage of a riven extreme point solution. The problem is thus
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where ' = transformed objective function.
C* = cost vector for copy a. Individual element
is the cost on link j for copyc<.
•X" = solution vector for copy oc. Individual element A
is the number of vehicles assigned to link j
on copy ex.
A = matrix of incidence numbers for copy ex.
b°'= vector of node influxes or effluxes for copy a.
Individual element b ." is the influx or efflux
at node j on copy a.
K°
<
= matrix of structural coefficients (1 or 0) v:hich
specifies the capacitated links on copy ex.
d = vector of capacity constraints. Individual
element d. is the limiting capacity on link j.
A modified simplex method is then used to solve the problem where the
volume-delay interaction is treated by a piece-wise linear approximation.
Another approach to solvinp the problem of optimal assignment to
a network is the application of the maximum principle (*+5). ?he
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problem statement is to find a sequence of 6 * in which n = 1,2...
and m = 1,2. ..M, to maximize ZC. X. '
where 9' ' = decision variable vector for node (n, .
Z. = specified constant associated with link i.
X. '"= state variable vector representing the number
i
of vehicles leaving node (n,m) on link i.
The procedure in solving the problem is first to assume a set of decision
variables. .<ork then proceeds forward fron an original node and backward
from a destination node to obtain a desired value for the decision
variables. The process is repeated until two successive sets of de-
cision variables are identical. Four iterations are needed to solve
a 2x2 network problem using a linear time function. The maximum
principle has the advantage of treating the volume-delay interaction
as a non-linear relationship (11, ?9).
In 19o , '- •• i'osher developed an analytical matrix technique
to load a network in an optimum manner (0). The objective function,
is either to minimize the "fip-ure of merit" for the entire system or
to equalize the path "figure of merit" over appropriate sets of pat: .
The figure of merit is taken as the cost per unit of flow. The algorithm
incorporates capacity restraint but, like other optimization techniques,
is limited in its aoolication to small networks.
CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR SYSTEM EVALUATION
Metropolitan transportation studies have as an
objective the pre-
paration of transportation plans. These plans
are continuously updated
to take into account actual community development.
Planning, as a con-
sequence, is a continuous and dynamic process.
Yet. designs are pre-
pared in an urban transportation study for a
particular stage in the
growth of the community. A study year is
chosen, and plans are pre-
pared to accommodate the traffic demands for
that particular year.
The adequacy of a proposed plan is evaluated
by studying the
degree to which the design satisfies the study
objectives. These
objectives are described in either absolute or relative
criteria.
Absolute criteria specify boundary conditions
for selective features
of a plan. An example of absolute criteria
is an upper limit on the
cost of a transportation system. Relative
criteria, on the other hand,
define the relation between the benefits
accrued from a plan and the
costs incurred to provide the necessary
physical improvements. Achiev-
ing the maximum user benefits per dollar
spent is an example of this
type of criteria.
The general community goals pertain to
optimizing the total environ-
ment of man and include such specific activities
as transportation,
land use. resources, and social and economic
considerations. It is
often difficult or impossible to quantify the
various activities, and
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decisions are reached by subjective decision-making. The interactions
among these goals are very complex. Although general agreement exists
as to the need for a plan that best satisfies all community objectives,
definite and rational procedures are not available to accomplish the
desired end results.
The use of absolute criteria for system evaluation permits the
consideration of the community goals separately. Upper or lower limits
are established to define minimum standards for physical, social and
economic objectives. A plan that does not meet these objectives should
not be considered in the decision-making process. Examples of these
absolute criteria are an upper limit on noise, a preservation of a
minimum amount of recreational space and a lower limit on overall
travel speeds.
Level of Service Concent
- -
i-- i
In this research, the transportation goals of a community are
represented by the attainment of specific levels of service for chosen
trip interchanges in an urban area. Jost and technology limit the
feasible range of these service levels and make them time and community
dependent criteria. Standards that are acceptable to a particular
community may be rejected by another urban center. Similarly, an
acceptable level of service may vary over the years in a particular
community.
The levels of service that are considered acceptable by people
are hard to define without the inclusion of economic and environmental
limitations. The belief that the transportation system can be improved
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prevails and will continue to exist as long as people feel that tech-
nology is able to provide them with better levels of service for urban
travel. Their evaluation often reflects desires unbounded by financial
constraints.
Urban transportation studies recognize the expanding nature of
people's desires for better transportation facilities. The plans
developed by these studies are nevertheless limited in scope by the
capital and operating funds allotted to transportation improvements.
These expenditures must be based on the total needs of the community,
and a balance should be attained in the realization of various community
goals.
ibmplete flexibility in the development of a plan is achieved by
the use of service levels to describe the community objectives as
related to transportation. This approach permits total, partial or
no improvements in the existing levels of operation on a system. An
existing network may be adequate for a future year if the community
is willing to accept reduced levels of service. Conversely, an expensive
plan based on a high performance of operation is justifiable as long as
the people desire and are willing to pay for its implementation.
The level of service concept aids in the selection of preferential
improvements on a transportation system. Selected trip interchanres
may be given higher levels of service than other traffic movements.
The resulting plan would favor these preferred trips by providing them
with superior travel qualities.
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Between an origin and a destination pair of urban zones, routes
or corridors of travel exist to expedite the flow of traffic within
established levels of service. The number of these acceptable routings
depends on the characteristics of the transportation system and the
chosen service level. An acceptable route may not be available for
some trip interchanges, and zonal deficiencies exist for the selected
service levels. On the other hand, other interzonal transfers may
have one or more acceptable routes.
These routes can move traffic at the chosen levels of service as
long as the traffic volumes do not exceed specific upper limits referred
to as service volumes, tfhen these volumes are surpassed, the inter-
zonal service level drops to a value below the acceptable limit. Service
volumes are a function of the operational characteristics of the routes
and the desired quality of traffic flow. The volume of traffic a route
can accommodate under free flow conditions is different from that under
capacity flow conditions. The choice of the proper quality of traffic
flow is a decision made by the planning team to reflect desires and
financial limitations of the community.
The establishment of the interzonal levels of service and the
quality of traffic flow on the links of a system sets a limit on the
number of available acceptable routes, '..'hen higher service levels
are desired, the number of acceptable routes is reduced. Similarly,
the choice of a better quality of traffic flow results in fewer accept-
able corridors of travel. The acceptable routes thus delimit the
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network that is available to accomodate the projected traffic inter-
changes within the limits of the study objectives.
After the acceptable routes have been developed according to the
specified levels of service, the relative attractiveness of these
routes is determined for the movement of traffic between selected
origin-destination combinations. Trip interchanges are then assigned
to these routes on a proportional basis in accordance with the relative
attractiveness of these routes. This form of traffic assignment re-
produces travel desires as dictated by the appropriate levels of service
and quality of traffic flow selected. The qualities of traffic flow
are specified in accordance with the chosen levels of service for the
various trip interchanges.
The determination of acceptable routes between an origin and a desti-
nation and the subsequent allocation of trip interchanges to these
routes are not limited in application to vehicular movements. An
acceptable path between the zonal pair may be obtained by use of mass
transit facilities, and the routes to which the trip interchanges are
assigned can include single or multi-node connections. The trips are
again assigned on a proportional basis in accordance with the relative
attractiveness of the routes and modes. The attractiveness indexes
express the relative desirability to use particular modes of travel
and specific routes within these modal groups.
System Evaluation
The application of the above assignment procedure may result in
one or more of three possible outcomes - zonal deficiencies, link
deficiencies or no deficiencies.
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Zonal Deficiencies
Zonal deficiencies occur when no acceptable routes exist to move
traffic between chosen zones at specified levels of service. No inter-
zonal transfers between these two zones can be accommodated by the
considered system and, as a consequence, can only be handled by improve-
ments or additions to the available facilities. This situation is pro-
duced by the nature of the variables used in the assignment technique.
High interzonal levels of service or a superior quality of traffic flow
may preclude the existence of any acceptable routes. Absence of an
acceptable connection also results from the consideration of a transpor-
tation system of an inferior quality.
Link Deficiencies
The allocation of trips to the alternate acceptable routes between
origin-destination combinations may result in the overloading of some
links on these routings. Overloading of a link occurs when the assigned
number of trips exceeds the designated service volume for that link.
A link deficiency is the difference between the assigned trips and the
service volume on a particular link, './hen link deficiencies exist,
selective improvements on the transportation system are needed at or
near the overloaded link to accommodate the excess traffic.
Mo Deficiencies
The assignment of trip interchanges to the transportation systen
may result in no zonal or link deficiencies for the entire urban area.
Because non-deficient links are able to carry the assigned volumes of
traffic at the prescribed levels of service, no improvements are re-
quired on these links. *
kz
Depending on the nature and magnitude of the obtained deficiencies,
a plan is developed to accommodate the excess traffic. The ability of
a plan to meet the desired objectives is then tested by assigning the
set of trip interchanges for the design year to the proposed network.
The adequacy of a transportation system is confirmed when all interzonal
transfers are accommodated without zonal or link deficiencies.
Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique (SPAT)
This process of system evaluation is identified as the Simplified
Proportional Assignment Technique or simply SPAT. The concept under-
lying the assignment technique is based on the premise that a transpor-
tation system provides selected levels of service for particular trip
interchanges. A plan is evaluated by considering the degree to which
these travel objectives are satisfied.
A diagrammatic representation of SPAT is illustrated in Figure 9.
The process, which may be applied for the evaluation of any transportation
plan, includes the following basic operations:-
1
.
Appropriate levels of service are selected for various trip
interchanges within the study area. These service levels are predicated
on the study objectives as related to the transportation requirements
and the financial limitations of the community.
2. The desirable qualities of traffic flow on the various
components of the transportation system are determined for the selected
levels of service and the characteristics of the street or transit line
sections. This step establishes the service volumes that different
























Fig. 9 Logic Diagram of the Simplified
Proportional Assignment Technique
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All acceptable routes are determined that connect chosen
pairs of urban zones. AccejDtable routes include only corridors of
travel which arc capable of moving traffic between an origin and
a destination at the chosen level of service and quality of traffic
flow. One or more modes of travel may be included in the search for
these routes.
K, Trip interchanges are then assigned to the travel corridors
on a proportional basis reflecting the relative attractiveness of
these corridors.
5. Any deficiencies in the system are zonal and/or link
deficiencies. A zonal deficiency results from the absence of an
acceptable route to which a given set of trip interchanges may be
assigned. A section that is assigned more trips than its service
volume has a link deficiency. The proposed improvements on the system
are designed to accommodate the excess traffic associated with both
link and zonal deficiencies.
6. The assignment procedure is used to evaluate the extent to
which a proposed plan satisfies the study objectives. The adequacy
is confirmed by the ability of the plan to provide the chosen levels
of service and qualities of traffic flow for all trip interchanges
within the study area.
<+5
EVALUATION OF THE CONCEPT PARAMETERS
The various components of SPAT were identified and the associated
parameters evaluated to permit the application of the proposed concept
to urban transportation studies. There are two types of parameters
employed in the assignment procedure. The first class of parameters
refers to the items requiring quantification by the planning team.
Because these variables are closely related to the study objectives
and policies, their evaluation depends on the goals of the community
for which the study is performed. The other parameters are related
to the computational aspects of the assignment technique. Measures
for these variables can be established and used in conjunction with
the assignment procedures for any transportation study.
Only suggested values for the decision-making parameters which
are specified by the planning team are presented in this study. These
parameters include the service levels that define the study objectives
and the desired qualities of traffic flow on the different sections
of the transportation system. The values proposed for these variables
are based on work performed in related areas because the proposed
technique (SPAT) has not been utilized by an operating agency.
The parameters which are related to the procedural aspects of
the Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique are quantified in
later sections. This work includes the identification and determination
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of acceptable routes and the development of procedures for proportion-
ing the trip interchanges to these selected routes.
Definition of Study Objectives
A plan is evaluated by determining the degree to which the design
features satisfy the stated objectives. The community objectives in
relation to the desired transportation services are expressed by
desired levels of service for trip interchanges between pairs of
urban zones, ,-jhen SPAT is used to evaluate an existing or proposed
transportation system, these service levels are considered in the
search for acceptable routes and in the assignment of trip interchanges
to these routes. An acceptable path is determined on the basis of
satisfying a chosen level of service. The route attractiveness used
in proportioning trips among alternate routes measures the degree of
attainment of particular service levels.
Numerous attempts were made to identify the factors associated
with a level of service on an urban facility. Although the driver's
motivation on a particular trip encompasses a wide spectrum of
possibilities, four basic factors have been considered indicative of
this motivation. These factors are listed as travel time, operating
cost, safety and driving satisfaction (35) • The choice of the ap-
propriate factor, or combination of factors, to describe a level of
service greatly depends on the purpose of the trip. .iork trips,
which constitute a major portion of the total travel movements in
an urban area, are selected primarily on the basis of travel time.
This condition has led many agencies to use travel time as the sole
factor to rate the desirability of route usage.
^7
Two approaches to the treatment of the level of service are




All factors defining the level of service are considered
in the choice of the acceptable routes and in the subsequent assign-
ment of the trip interchanges to these routes.
2. The acceptable routes are selected on the basis of travel
time only. The other factors that define a level of service are
considered in the proportional assignment of trips to these routes.
The same outcomes result from the application of these two methods.
A desire assignment is achieved where the links are assigned volumes of
traffic in accordance with the satisfaction of the service levels
oy the routes involved.
The adoption of the second approach in the use ox the bimpxii'ied
Froportionax Assignment Technique features two major advantages.
?irst, only one variable is used to rate the various sections of the
transportation system. The inclusion of factors having non-comparable
units in one service level expression is not warranted because
arithmetic operations are not possible on combinations of these
factors. Second, this approach provides the desired flexibility in
the evaluation of the service level components. The quantification
of these components is needed only for proportioning traffic, and,,
as a consequence, different ratings of such components for different
trip purposes are easily incorporated into the proportioning procedure.
Although travel time is only one of the factors associated with
level of service, its use in the search for alternate routes includes
all paths satisfying the specified level of service. The subset of
routes that meet a service level restriction is totally enclosed In
the set of acceptable routes satisfying the travel tine component
only.
The total travel time is not a realistic parameter to define the
study objectives because interzonal distances change for different
zonal pairs. For a systematic computational procedure, the overall
travel speed is a more appropriate parameter than the total travel
time. This change in variable does not affect the determination of
acceptable routes; instead, it permits the expression of the study
objectives in more convenient measures.
The acceptable overall speeds to be used in the Simplified Pro-
portional Assigament Technique may vary with study communities. The
appropriate values are dependent, among other things, on the economic
base and stage of development of the community and on the purposes
of the trip interchanges. The National Committee on Urban Transpor-
tation has established minimum recommended standards for overall travel
time as a function of airline distance (1). The values are presented
in Table 1. The following relationships represent expressions of
travel tine in terms of airline distance for the recommendations of
the National Committee on Urban Transportation.
T = 3.705 D + 0.095 for D<1
T = 4D - ^- for 1 < D < k
T = 2D + 4 for D > U
where T = maximum travel tine recommended in minutes.
D = airline distance between zonal centroids in miles.
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TABLE 1
Minimum Recommended Standards for
Overall Travel Time
Airline distance Max. travel time Min. average speed
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While the suggested figures consider differences in trip lengths,
the values do not account for variations in trip purpose.
Selection of the Quality of Traffic Flow
Another evaluation parameter which may quantitatively vary from
a study to another is the desired quality of traffic flow on various
segments of the transportation system. When this value is coupled
with the interzonal levels of service, the qualities of traffic
movement establish the nature and complexity of an adequate plan.
An expensive plan results from the selection of high interzonal levels
of service and a superior quality of traffic flow. On the other hand,
little or no improvement nay be needed on an existing system if suf-
ficiently low standards are adopted for both the interzonal levels
of service and the quality of movement. It is possible to accept
the same plan for high service levels and low traffic flow qualities
as for low service levels and high flow qualities.
The quality of traffic flow recommended for use in this evaluation
of transportation systems corresponds to the level of service BC fl as
specified in the I ighway Capacity Manual (13)» This link level of
service is indicative of stable flow conditions in which most drivers
experience some restrictions in the traffic stream. If superior traffic
flow qualities are desired or inferior traveling levels of service are
acceptable, levels """ or "D" may be used respectively.
Acceptable routes in a network are determined on the basis of
impedance factors that are assigned to the various links. The im-
pedances employed in the assimment process represent the desired
qualities of traffic flow on the various parts of the system and are
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evaluated according to the selected link levels of service. These
impedances are expressed as travel times or speeds on the links of
the transportation system. Tecause the assignment technique is designed
to reflect travel desires and not to reproduce flow patterns, the
impedances used in route determination are not revised after allocating
the trip interchanges to the system.
Zonal deficiencies occur when interzonal transfers are not assign-
able to any route. This condition results from the absence of a path
that can accommodate traffic between two selected zones at a pre-set
level of service. It may be possible, however, to assign part of
these deficiencies at the established service level to some routes
on which little traffic has been assigned. These low-volume routes
are not detected because of the relatively high impedance factors
used in the search for acceptable paths.
To insure that the adopted zonal deficiencies do not include
assignable trips, the following procedure was adopted.
1
.
The assignment technique is applied to the transportation
system using the desired quality of traffic flow to determine the
zonal deficiencies. This step is defined as the basic assignment,
and the corresponding loaded network is regarded as the basic system.
2. For the unassignable zonal interchanges, the procedure
is repeated with a higher traveling quality accompanied by lower
impedance factors on the various sections of the system. This process
may result in the detection of routes that have not been accepted in
the basic assignment and in the subsequent allocation of trip inter-
changes to these routes.
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3. The loads obtained from the second assignment are compared
with the "unused service volumes" on the basic system. "Unused service
volumes" refer to the differences between the service volumes on the
links and the trips assigned to these links. Assignable trip inter-
changes from step 2 may be allocated to the routes of the basic system
as long as the service volumes on these links are not exceeded.
4. The zonal deficiencies obtained from the basic assignment
are reduced by the assignable trips that are determined in step 3«
Determination of Acceptable Routes
The Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique is based on the
premise that drivers select from one or more acceptable routes in
their movements between specific origin-destination combinations.
Unless alternate acceptable routes are properly identified, it is not
possible to devise meaningful and reliable techniques of proportioning
trip interchanges among the available corridors of travel. The use
of SPAT in conjunction with large complex networks necessitates the
determination of alternate routes in a systematic and efficient way.
Alternate route determination in this method of system evaluation
refers to the selection of distinct corridors of travel within the
study area. A minor difference between two paths does not justify
the consideration of these routes as separate corridors for traffic
movement. From the standpoint of transportation planning, corridors
of travel desires describe adequately the channels of traffic flow.
If distinct routes of travel are to be developed for selected
zonal interchanges, considerable portions of their lengths should
represent separate travel corridors. These routes may share only
limited segments of the street system. The location where these routes
may share common links are in the vicinity of the terminals of the
trip and over certain control sections in the transportation system.
These control sections include tunnels and bridges which afford the
only access between various districts in the study area.
Based on the above' features of the corridors of travel, the
determination of acceptable routes between zonal pairs is accomplished
in the following manner.
1. The minimum-time path joining a chosen pair of zonal centro-
ids is determined by an appropriate algorithm.
2. If this minimum-time path satisfies the pre-set level of
service restriction, a central percentage of this path is removed from
the network description. Only control sections on the route, such as
bridges and tunnels, are exceptions to this rule.
The minimum-tine algorithm is again employed to find the
second best route for the reduced network, and the travel time on
this route is compared with the pre-set service level.
4. A central percent amount of this second best route is now
removed from the network description if this routing is acceptable
according to the level of service criteria.
5. The process of minimum-time path search and the removal
of the central section of -the determined route is repeated until the
minimum-time route over a particular network description does not
fulfill the service level requirements. The final set of acceptable
routes comprises all possible corridors of travel that accommodate
traffic between the prescribed zones at the established level of service.
This logic procedure establishes the framework for the develop-
ment of a computer program to obtain acceptable routes over a network.
Detouring around individual links is avoided in the choice of the
second, third .or n-th best route by removing a certain percentage of
the links which comprise the route in each previous deteminatio. .
The removal of some links of an acceptable route from a network
description sets a limit on the percent overlap between this route
and other corridors of travel. The appropriate percent overlap
between two acceptable routings was developed in the section entitled
"Method of Route Determination" of the sensitivity analysis.
Proportioning Trips Ar.onr Alternate Routes
hen several ac ceotable routes exist between an origin-destination
pair of zones, the zonal interchanges are proportioned among these
available travel routes. The basis of proportionality is predicated
on the relative attractiveness of these routes. Measures of route
attractiveness may be afforded by one or more descriptive variables.
raneters that have been used to proportion traffic to alternate
routes include tine, distance and cost. The California diversion
curves, which are based on tine and distance, provide the same emphasis
to these parameters on arterial streets with average speeds of 30 nph.
The Detroit study used distance ratio and speed ratio to define the
basis for proportioning traffic between alternate routes. Tie cost
of a trip is relatively insensitive in the choice of routes because
drivers possess little knowledge on the estimation of total travel
costs (20). Instead, the factor of driver stress is introduced as
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a parameter to explain the drivers' attitudes toward alternate route
selection (26).
Differences which exist among drivers in the selection of routes
appear to be related to the great importance of direct and quick access
to the destination in the work trip and to the increasing importance
of amenities, such as comfort and pleasant scenery, in social-recreational
travel (^2). This finding leads to the conclusion that a route is







The purpose of a trip and the characteristics of the drivers determine
to a large degree the relative weights of these three factors in pro-
portioning trips among alternate routes.
Driving comfort is closely related to the nature of the facilities
that are used for a particular trip. High-type facilities provide
good driving qualities and induce little tension on the drivers under
stable flow conditions. The tension experienced on a route is greatly
affected by the traffic interferences. These interferences include
signalized intersections, parking maneuvers and access to adjacent
property. efore a transportation system is used in traffic assignment
processes, the various components of the street network are described
as links. A link is a street section defined by two numbered points
at each end called nodes. These nodes are incorporated in the net-
work descriotion at intersections of network streets and at points
of access to abutting property. Because nodes represent locations
of interference, the number of nodes on a route nay be related to the
tension experienced by the drivers on that route. A limited-access
facility, which enhances driving comfort and enjoyment, generally
has fewer number of nodes than an arterial street with numerous signal,
ized intersections and access points.
The proposed procedure for proportioning traffic among several
acceptable routes includes the following sequence of operations.
1
.
An attractiveness index is calculated for each acceptable




where F. = attractiveness index of route "i"
.
T. = travel time on route "i"
.
i
D. = total distance on route "i".
i
N. = number of nodes on route "i"
.
a = exponent of travel time.
b = exponent of total distance,
c = exponent of the number of nodes.
2. The trips to be assigned to each route are obtained from
the following relationship.
i
L. = L x-
where L. = trips assigned to route "i : .
L = total distributed trips to be assigned to the
alternate routes,
n = number of acceptable routes.
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The values for the exponents a, b and c are dependent on the trip
purposes. A sensitivity analysis was performed on the proportionality
factor for varying values of the exponents of travel time, total
distance and number of nodes. The resulting attractiveness indices varied
only by 5 to 10 percent for various combinations of exponent values
ranging from the square root to the second power.
Further research in the area of driver behavior is needed to
quantify these variables. For the purpose of demonstrating the applica-
tion of the new concept, the value of 1.0 was assigned to these three
variables in the succeeding applications of the Simplified Proportional
Assignment Technique.
Programming of the Simplified Proportional
Assignment Technique
The development of a computer program for the application of the
Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique is included in this work.
A flow diagram of the system evaluation logic is shown in Figure 10,
and a complete computer program of the assignment procedure is included
as Appendix B. The algorithm used in the minimum-time path search is
an extension of the one developed by the Road Research Laboratory (21).
The final computer program is written in FORTRAN IV and is designed to
demonstrate system evaluation by the Simplified Proportional Assignment
Technique. Refinements in the computer programming could be accomplished
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The Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique includes the
determination of alternate acceptable routes and the subsequent alloca-
tion of trip interchanges to these routes. The outcome of the assignment
procedure depends to a great extent on the nature and the number of
acceptable routes. In the following sections, the acceptable paths
are evaluated with respect to the method of route selection and the
various limitations on the number of adopted paths. The analyses of
the resulting corridors of travel establish the best procedure for
obtaining the proper number of acceptable routes in SPAT.
The effects of decision-making parameters, such as the levels
of service, on the evaluation of a transportation plan are also
de onstrated in subsequent sections. Interzonal service levels and
qualities of traffic flow were varied over practical ranres and the
adequacy of a plan was tested in accordance with these variations.
Route "^valuatio
The proposed method for the determination of acceptable routes
by SPAT was evaluated by considering the street network of Indianapolis,
Indiana. The data for the network description had been collected by
the study rroup of the Indianapolis Regional Transportation and
Development Study (IP-TA^S). Travel speeds on the' various links of the
network renresent the average of two mid-day and one peak-hour soace-
raean speeds.
A sample of seven origin-destination combinations was utilized
in the evaluation of acceptable routes. These zonal interchanges
constitute a wide spectra"1, in trip length and location within the
urban area to provide a representative sample of urban travel conditions.
Trip lengths vary between one and ten miles, and zonal transfer locations
range from inter-core movements to trips made v/holl;' on the outskirts
of the city. The randomly selected zonal centroids, which serve as
terminal points for the evaluated routes, are shown in ?i--ure 11.
"ecause alternate acceptable routes represent distinct corridors
of travel, only portions of their lengths share common links. The
properties of the determined routes were analyzed first in relation
to the permissible overlap between two or more alternate routes. After
the percentage of overlap was determined for the best corridor repre-
sentation, the selection of the feasible number of routes for inclusion
in the assignment procedure was investigated.
Method of Route Determination
The overlap restriction between two acceptable routes is specified
as a percentage of the total trip length. This constraint can be
tr-.nsforr.ed into a percentage of the total links on a route by assuming
that route lengths are approximately proportional to the number of
links on a route. In the initial analysis of acceptable paths, the
terminal overlaps between alternate routes were set at 0, 5, 10, 1 j>
and 20 percent of the total route lengths. The optimum overlap
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Fig. II Location of the Evaluation Zones
Indianapolis, Ind.
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restriction was between and 10 percent, of the total trt
1*0 further overlap values of 3 and 7 percent were then incorporated
in the analysis for a finer convergence on the best overlap specification.
The acceptable level of service was established at a sufficiently
low value to permit the inclusion of all routes that should be considered
in the analysis. A service level of 1 5 mph was selected for travel
between all zonal combinations in this phase of the investigation.
The overall speeds ,:ere above 18 mph on the determined acceptable
routes, because the best non-acceptable routes did not provide an
overall average speed higher than 1 mph, the selected level of service
could have :een se^ 7 value between 2 and 16 mph without having
any once on the obtained results.
The number of available routes for the seven zonal combinations
and percent of route overlap are presented in Table 2. Some zonal
combinations have as ,,,
:
as 20 different rou tin s. Although every
determined route satisfied the overall speed restrict!. er of
these routes described trips much longer than the
-est avail, lth
h in travel tine and total distance. To lirit the analysis to
realistic routing only, a restriction was placed on the number of
analyzed routes. The termination point in route selection was arbi-
trarily established for that ro !ting with both travel time and distance
exceeding twice the respective values for the best available route.
The resulting reduction in the number of acceptable routes from the
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The acceptable paths were traced according- to the established
procedure, and the characteristics of these routes analyzed as to
their number and location. les of these routes are show:
Figures 12 throe . 7'r.e following observations were r.ade in re ;ard
to various characteristics of the selected oaths.
1
. Snail percentages of permissible route overlap result in
unrealistic detouring in the vicinity "of trip terminals. -ecause of
this critical overlap restriction, a search for alternate routes is
forced to seek circuito s to leave an origin and/or to reach a
stination.
Hi h percentages of route overlap produce little distinction
between two acceptable paths. Overlaps which exceed 15 percent of I
1 len ;ths of the routes tend to preclude the attainment of distinct.
corridors of travel.
Little change occurs in the nature of the determined routes
over the range of to 10 percent of the percentage of overlap at either
end of a routing.
"ecause the selection of different overlap restrictions resulted
in various sets of acceptable routes, these sets of routes were rated
for every zonal combination by assigning to then the utility values
listed in Table 3. The ratings are subjective evaluations of the
extent to which the determined routes represent distinct corridors of
travel. The utility values range from 1*0 for the least desirable to
7.0 for the best representation of these travel corridors. After the
utility values were determined for every zonal combination, the
cumulative utilities v.*ere obtained by summing the values over all
66
Fig. 12 Acceptable Routes for Zonal Combination 7
Overlap = 0%
Fig. 13 Acceptable Routes for Zonal Combination 7
Overlap =3%
Fig. 14 Acceptable Routes for Zonal Combination 7
Overlap = 5%
Fig. 15 Acceptable Routes for Zonal Combination 7
Overlap = 7%
Fig. 16 Acceptable Routes for Zonal Combination 7
Overlap = 10%
71
Fig. 17 Acceptable Routes for Zonal Combination 7
Overlap = 15%
72
Fig. 18 Acceptable Routes for Zonal Combination 7
Overlap = 20%
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Fig. 19 Acceptable Routes for Zonal Combination 5
Overlap = 0%
74
Fig. 20 Acceptable Routes for Zonal Combination 5
Overlap = 3%
75
Fig. 21 Acceptable Routes for Zonal Combination 5
Overlap = 5%
Fig. 22. Acceptable Routes for Zonal Combination 5
Overlap = 7%
7?
Fig. 23 Acceptable Routes for Zonal Combination 5
Overlap = 10%
78
Fig. 24 Acceptable Routes for Zonal Combination 5
Overlap = 15%
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zonal combinations. A rank score was then assigned to each cumulative
utility value. A 7-percent permissible overlap at either end of
alternate routes provided the closest attainment of realistic corridors
of travel. The second and third best criteria specify a 10 and 5
percent overlap respectively.
dumber of Acceptable Routes
hen the overall speed is used as the only criterion for select.
a route, the set of acceptable paths nay include excessively lon~
routines. Although the proposed proportional assignment technique
assigns very little traffic to exceedingly long routes, the inclusion
of these paths in the assignment process reduces the efficiency of
the technique unnecessarily. In addition to satisfying specific over-
all speeds, acceptable routines should meet limitations pertaini.
to the actual number of paths considered in the assiTu'.ent process
for any zonal interchange.
Conditions that nay be specified to limit the number of acceptable
routes include the following restrictions.
1
.
Upper limit on travel time.
2. Upper limit on total distance.
3. Upper limit on both travel time and total distance.
k. Upper limit on number of routes.
The upper limits placed on travel time and/or total distance are
related to the values of these parameters on the first "best" route.
The limits that were chosen for this analysis include 1.25, 1.30, 1.75
and 2.0 tines the corresponding values on the "best" available route.
The numbers of acceptable routes resulting from the proposed lL-dting
conditions are shown in Table 4 for the seven combinations of zonal
interchanges.
A subjective rank score was assigned to the number of accepts le
routes associated with each set of limiting conditions. This evaluation
was based on the exclusion of attractive travel corridors and the
acceptance of unrealistic paths. The limiting conditions for each set
of restrictions were then compared to determine the proper number of
acceptable routes to include in the proportional assignment.
The establishment of an upper limit on total distance produced
the same number of acceptable routes as that resulting from an upper
limit on both travel time and total distance. Although either
restriction nay be selected to define a limit on the number of accept-
able routes, the use of both the travel tine and the total distance
restrictions is recommended to guard against inconsistency in the
description of impedances on network links. In addition to satisfying
the overall speed restrictions, the acceptable routes in SPAT nust
provide travel tines and route lengths that do not exceed 1.75 of
the corresponding values on the initial minimum-time path.
..hen the suggested restriction is imposed on the selection of
the maximum number of acceptable routes, six of the seven zonal
conbinations have three acceptable routes. A fixed upper limit or.
the number of acceptable routes is not, however, recommended because
other variations in trip lengths and locations within an- urban area
may produce varying numbers of acceptable routes. That is, no unique
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The application of the Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique
to the evaluation of proposed plans involves the use of decision-making
variables. Those parameters whose values are selected by the planr.:
team include the interzonal levels of service and the quality of traffic
flow for a transportation network. The influence of these variables
on the evaluation of a plan is demonstrated in this section.
The City of Monroe, North Carolina, was selected for neasurinr
the sensitivity of the decisionmaking variables on system evaluatic
.
The 1990 projected population is 17,000 for this community, and the
general layout of the planning area is presented in Figure 26. The
arrangement of few street segments was slightly altered in this analysis
to obtain a clearer representation of the function of the transportation
system. To obtain the various trip interchanges for use in the traffic
assignment technique, the study area was divided into the origin-
destination zones that are shown in Figure 27. The transportation
system was coded by the link and node descriptions displayed in
Figure 28.
The basic information concerning the projected trip interchanges
and the nature of the transportation system were obtained from a study
report prepared for the City of Monroe by the llorth Carolina State
Highway Commission (28). Because detailed descriptions of the character-
istics of the various components of the transportation network were
not presented in the study report, all missing information related to
the network description was assumed for this sensitivity analysis.



































daily trips. Transfers from any zone "i" to any other zor
-
assumed to be equal to those trade from cone "j" to zone "i?.
Interzonal Levels of Service
Five service level combinations were selected to evaluate
effects of the choice of interzonal levels of service on the evaluation
of an existing or porposed plan. These combinations account for
variations in the purpose and location of the urban trios as demonstrate-
in Table % The movements within the study area were classifi
intra-core, intra-city, to-core, through and all-other trips. 7
levels of service for the first combination were 1?, 1 -", 1 ;", 21
20 mph, respectively. The second, third, fourth and fifth service-
level combinations were generated )y successively increr.e: .
levels of service in the first combination by 5 '
The influences of superior service levels on the adequacy of
a transportation system are represented ically in Figures
through 3" i and a summary of these findings is shown in [ Le
Higher levels of service increase zonal deficiencies, and, as a res.. ,
link deficiencies are reduced on the systea . Therefore, it is imports
to evaluate a transportation plan in relation to both link and zoi
deficiencies simultaneously.
The adequacy of a transportation system does not change linearly
with a linear change in the selected levels of service, residencies
on a network are more sensitive to changes in levels of service when
these levels exoress average desirable travel qualities ra1
TABLE 5
Level of Service Combinations Ised
in Y.onroe Plan Evaluation
Dorresponding;
Zones
Level of Service . a tie-.
1 2 4 5
Intra Core a1
» • i ^ 10 15 20
Ir.tr a Ci - 4-11 15 20 :
To .'ore to 1,2,3 15 20 25
. 26 - 37 25 30 1*0
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very high or very low overall speeds. This conclusion is demonstrated
by the data presented in Table 6. A change from the second to the
third level of service combination, both of which describe aver-'
speeds in urban areas, increases the zonal deficiencies by 43 percer .
On the other hand, the replacement of the fourth by the fifth co.
nation, both of which define superior driving qualities, results in
only a 4-percent increase in zonal deficiencies.
A procedure was adopted to detect the cause of zonal deficiencies.
These deficiencies may occur because of high inpedar.ce values used
on selected street links* To guide in the deterrdnation of these
inadequate links causing zonal deficiencies, the asci :.:•.-.t technique
is enplo:/ed for zonal deficiencies only and with levels of service that
are lower than the desired values. If the modified levels of service
are selected low enough, this procedure results in the allocation of
all trip interchanges to the transportation system. The analysis of
the impedance values on the links that carry appreciable loads in
this assignment aids in the detection of the cause of zonal deficiencies
that occur when the acceptable levels of service are specified.
Qualities of Traffic Flow
The adequacy of a proposed plan depends on the desired qualities
of traffic flow on the various' components of the transportation syster..
These qualities are described as link levels of service in accordance
with the classification suggested in the Highway Capacity br.nual (1 ).
Link levels of service 3, C, and D were selected in this analysis to
evaluate the adequacy of the transportation network for ''.onroe.
speeds and volume-to-capacity ratios for these service levels are
shown in Table ?.
The interzonal levels of service in this portion of the analysis
are indicated by the second combination in Table 5. The deficiencies
which are obtained from the assignment operations for the three 13
levels of service are summarized in Table 3 for the transportation
system of Monroe. These tabulated values can not Ne user to explain
the adequacy of the system without analyzing the cause for the variations
among these tabled figures. Reductions in the link levels of service,
accompanied by increased impedance values, preclude the sv
of some acceptable routes and result in increased zonal deficiencies.
This fact explains the excess zonal deficiencies for level of service
"D" over that for level "3". A network with an acceptable service
level M D" can accommodate at least as much traffic as with an accept-
able service level "C" for this study system. Thus, the true zonal
deficiencies on a system using inferior qualities of traffic flow must
be determined for several assignment operations. The procedure for
obtaining the actual measure of the zonal deficiencies is explained
under the section entitled "Selection of the Quality of Traffic Flow".
TABLE 7
Speeds and Volume to Capacity Ratios
for Various Link Levels of Service
Link Level
of Service B
Core 25 20 15
Speed (mph) City 30 25 20
Fringe 30 30 25
Volume to 0<? Q>8 Q#Q
Capacity Ratio
TABLE 8
Deficiencies for Various Link Levels of _>ervice
Link Level of Service
Percent of Links Deficient
Percent of Trip Conbinations Deficient
Percent of Trip Interchanges Deficient
Vehicle-miles of Link Deficiencies 8,300 ^






* Based on airline distance.
LICATION 07 THE SHOPLIFTED PROPC"
ASSIG . _-
The application of the Simplified Froix>rtional Assignment Techni
is demonstrated in the following sections. Lty of onroe, Hort
Carolina, was selected as the study area in this phase of
tion. The data concerning the projected traffic movements on the ne -
work of this community were obtained from a study report prepare'
North Carolina State Highway Commission (28). because this study report
lacked information related to the characteristics of the transpor
system, geometric features of the links and operational conditions at
intersections were assumed to complete this demonstration,
modifications on the street layout and the zonal subdivisions were
introduced to obtain a clearer and simpler evaluation of the transx>r-
ion system.
The studs'- objectives as related to transportation were assumed
to provide the community with the second level of service co
shown in Table 5. This combination describes acceptable travel speeds
ranging from 1 5 raph for intra-core movements to 30 mph for
trips. The desired quality of traffic flow on the links of the street
network was selected to be level of service "C" as specified in
Hi-hway Capacity '.anual (13). The impedances and service volumes for
the various links were established from the information provided in
Table 7.
The proposed assignment orocedure was first applied to ti it-
transportation system for the origin and destination zones shown
in Figure 27 and the coded network described in Tirure 28. The computer
program that was employed in the assignment technique is outline^:
Appendix 3. Both link and zonal deficiencies existed on the network
after the evaluation of the system by the Simplified Proportional
Assignment Technique. These deficiencies are described in .
and 10 under the heading entitled "Existing Sj^stem". A total of '
trip interchange combinations had zonal deficiencies, and 41c
accommodated vehicles constituted the link deficiencies on the syste .
The nature and location of the needed improvements were the-.
determined by analyzing the deficiencies that resulted from the
evaluation process. To demonstrate the effects of the adopted improve-
ments on the adequacy of the transportation system., the proposed
facilities that would accommodate the excess traffic were considered
in three successive stares. These sta~e improvements are shown, in
Figure
The first sta.re of the recommended improvaments included the
constructio:. of an expressway semnent between nodes 72 and 49 and
a street section between nodes 47 and 4 . [ . PAT c<
s employed again with the first proposed transportation plan. This
plan featured the inclusion of the first set of improvements on the
existing transportation system. The zonal and link deficiencies
resulting from the new assignment process are detailed in Tables 9 and
10 under the heading "First Stage Improvements". The first stage of
TABLE 9
Link Deficiencies
, . . Existing First Stage Second Stage Third 3t-
Systen Improvements Improvements rr.'er.er.ts
31 - 88 2',3 290 _ _
39 - ^3 -14 268 268 280
42 _ 4; 70 - — -
43 - 44 1% - - -
46 - 59 32 - - -
48-50 136 135 - -
49-56 536 ;-6o 3o0
50-52 65 71 - -
52 - 53 1 62 1^4 164 140
5; - S4 68 69 71
54 - 7^ 82 71 72 71
56.- 61 210 131 132 92
61 - 67 91 - - -
6 - 69 172 oQ 80 -
6 - 67 130 - - -
67 - 63 230 - - -
69 - 70 296 186 -
69 - 73 16 16 -
72 - 78 — 96 100 -
75 - 76 28 50 50 -
76 - 77 222 242 - -
78 - 86 64 146 150 152
83 - 84 14 338 - -
84 - 8S 192 190 - -
84 - 88 280 282 - —








3 - 7 X
4 - 10 X X
4 - 15 X X
4 - 18 X
i - 12 X
7 - 13 X
3 - 12 X
o
o - 13 X
8 - 14 X
9 - 14 X X
10 - 14 X X
11 - 15 X X
11 - 16 X
2? - X
30 - 54 X X
,1 - 34 X X
31 - 35 X X
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improvements has reduced the zonal deficiencies from 19 to 9 in
number and has decreased the link deficiencies from M69 to '
unaccommodated vehicles.
A second set of improvements was then proposed. These r.odifica-
tions included two interchanges at nodes 50 and 84 and a widenJ
the street segment between nodes 76 and 77 to four lanes. The computer
program of SPAT was applied another time to the expanded network
comprising the existing and proposed facilities. The result!
deficiencies are shown in Tables 9 and 10 under the heading "Secc
Stage Improvements". Although the number of zonal deficiencies h
not affected by the second set of irorover.ents, the link deficiencies
were reduced fror. 1?.. to 1 6^-9 unriccorr-.odated vehicles.
-.ies
were further adopted, and the 3ycte;i evaluation technique was again
employed for the newly pro vx?sed plan. The third set of inprover.er.ts
included three street segr.ents as shown ir re i . These se~r.er.ts
provide direct connections between the zonal pairs 76-78, 71-78 and
-80. The obtained deficiencies fror. the last assi<pnnent are pre-
sented in the column entitled "Third Sta-e Ir.provenents" of Tables 9
and 10. The resulting inadequacies include one zonal deficiency and
11
'3 unacco-modated vehicles on deficient links. The link deficiencies
ran-ed in value fron 63 to 360 vehicles per link.
Although the three stages of inprover.ent did not resolt in full
attainment of the study objectives, so::e congestion on a few links
was considered acceptable. The needed improvements to account for
the resulting inadequacies of one zonal deficiency and seven defici-:
links did not appear to justify further investment to eliminate these
deficiencies. In transportation studies perfomed by operating agencies,
ninor localized deficiencies may be tolerated at lower levels of servi
•when these deficiencies require unjustifiable investments to accommodate
the excess traffic on the system.
The Monroe street network, which was used in der.onstr^tin/* the
application of the Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique
37 zonal centroids, 88 nodes and Zih linl:c. The average computer ti
to execute a complete assi^n'-.ent operation for this network was 6
lutes.
SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIO!
This research investigation was concerned with the development
of a new concept in traffic assignment for the evaluation of urban
transportation systems. The fornulated concept was designated as
the Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique, or SFAT. The
following operations comprise the main features of the technique.
1
.
The study objectives as related to transportation in
a community ?re expressed as the attainment of specific levels of
service between pairs of urban zones within the study area.
2. All routes that can move traffic at these prescribed
levels of service are determined, and trip interchanges are assigned
to these routes on a proportional basis. The evaluation procedure .
result in the detection of zonal and/or link deficiencies. A zona]
deficiency represents the absence of a route that can move traffic
at the established service level, and a link deficiency occurs when
the desirability to use a street segment exceeds the ability of this
segment to provide a specified quality of traffic flow.
. This procedure is applicable to either an existing or
a proposed transportation system. The adequacy of a proposed plan
is confirmed when the transportation facilities are able to accommodate
.yen set of trip interchanges at the desired levels of operation
without the presence of either zonal or link deficiencies.
The acceptable routes in SPAT are obtained by specifying an
upper limit on the percentage of route overlap between two or more
corridors of travel. A 7-percent overlap at either end of the routi
provided the best corridor representation of the acceptable routes in
the analysis of the selected trip interchanges in Indianapolis, Indiana.
A further limitation was placed on the number of acceptable paths for
more efficient use of the proposed technique. The travel time and
total distance for all acceptable routes was not permitted to exceed
1.75 of the corresponding values on the minimum-time path.
The Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique is a practical
and reliable procedure for system evaluation. The use of the technique
in urban transportation studies permits the quantitative determination
of the adequacies of proposed plans. Because the use of SPAT to
evaluate a transportation plan is achieved by direct reference to the
study objectives, differences among communities in desires and resource
limitations are incorporated in the procedure. The Simplified Pro-
portional Assignment Technique provides a rational technique that
employs traffic assignment to quantify the adequacies and deficiencies
of urban transportation systems.
.The Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique, 1 :as
formulated in this research investigation, covers several areas
related to traffic engineering and transportation i .
this technique has been developed to an operational st
further research is needed to refine some phases of the as I
process. The needed work pertains primarily to community 'ives,
driver characteristics and computer . e folloi - . »r.-
mendations are presented to define specific research activities desirr.ed
to refine the application of SPAT in systen evaluation.
1
.
The selected interzonal levels of service and qualities of
traffic flow on a transportation system determine to a large degree
the costs associated with an adopted plan that meets the tires,
Research is warranted to determine the sensitivity c ations
these decision-: .akin parameters on the development of transport
plans. Such work would guide in the selection of the proper values
for these eters and would establish the extent - ad
travel conditions for the road user justify additional expenditures.
2. The allocation of trip interchanges to alternate routes
in the Simplified Proportional Assignment Technique is performed
a proportional ->asis that accounts for differences in travel tine,
route distance and tension experienced in driving the route.
research is required to evaluate the relati ese
factors, and, in particular, the exponent of each
the proportioning of traffic to the alternate ac
evaluation of these factors should account for differences
purpose and length.
The computer pro re ieveloped i
is United to the evaluation of transportation syste.-.s for re-
size communities. Because this pro -ran was developed to de
the validity of the SPAT concept, additional efforts in improvin
efficiency of the computer program are suggested to pe:
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The level of service actually provided by a
particular route .
The number of nodes on route I expressed as
a real number.
The cumulative distance from the origin to the
end of link I.
The length of link I.
The distance value corresponding- to [ I .
The total distance on route I.
The cumulative distance from an origin to the
end of link I corresponding to the path of 1 -
The attractiveness factor of route I.
The distance factor of route I.
The node factor of route I.
The travel time factor of route I.
The summation of the attractiveness factors of all
the acceptable routes netveen an oririn-desti
pair.
The service volume on link I.
The deficiency on link I.
The acceptable route with the highest travel tine.





















An Index to identify the order of the oripin zone.
The "to" node of link I.
The maximum fraction of a minimum path, at either
end, that can be shared by two or more alternate
routes.
The first node on a path segment that can be shared
by more than one route.
The last node on a path segment that can not be
shared by more than one route.
The "from" node identifying a particular li
The index of the I-th node from an origin on the
J-th route.
A variable used to identify the last card of the
trip interchange descriptions.
The total assigned trips to link I.
The trips assigned to the I-th link from consider-
ation of the J-th route.
A variable used to store one-directional assignments
on link I for later addition to assignments made
in the other direction.
The number of trips assigned to route I converted
to integer form.
The number of nodes on route I.
The number of trip interchange combinations with
no acceptable routes.
The number of links on. the route being considered.
An index to identify the order of the links that
comprise a route.
The zonal deficiency for trip interchange I.
The "from" node of link I.
An index to identify the order of the origin zone
with no acceptable route to its destination.
NCM : An index for entry in the cumulative table oi
R.R.L. algorithm.
NCUM(I) : The link number for entry in the cumulative table
of the R. r(.L. algorithm.
!ST : The destination node of a route.
NEND : The number of trip interchange combinations v.-.
no acceptable routes.
NFROM(I) : The origin node of the I-th trip intercha: -
combination having no acceptable route.
MS : The origin node of a route.
MLI IK : The number of one-way links in the network.
: An index to speed up link table search for the
minimum path.
i I) : The link number of the nearest node on a :
path used in the tree table of the . ... algor.
:;p : The "to" node identifying a particular link.
NTO(I) : The destination node of the I-th trip intercna:
combination having no acceptable route.
NZON 1 : The number of nodes in the network.
P3RLAP : The maximum permissible percent overlap between
txv'o alternate routes at either end of tnese routes.
;(I) . A variable used to store the TLINK description of
link I.
TCDM(I) : The cumulative time from the origin to the end
of link I.
TLINK(I) : The travel time over link I.
1J4IN . a variable used in searches for minimum entry in
tables.
TOTAL (I) J Total travel time on route I.
TRIP(I) : The number of trips assigned to route I.
TRIPS : The number of trip interchaiv es et.ween the
oritrin-destination pair under consideration.
(I) : The minimum tine from the oririn to the end of
link I used in the tree table of the S. . .
algorithm.
VLINK(I) : ie speed on link I.
".'51-
: The acceptable level of service expressed as a




Conputer Pronran for the Simplified Proportional
Assi nnent Technique
APPENDIX B
Jo: router Prof~ran for the Simplified Pro-xirtional
Assi^nnent Teciinicrue
DIMENSION :: ( 500 ) , J ( 500 ) , rLINK( 500 ) , TCUK ( 800
)
DIMENSION DSUM(300) ,DCUM(800) , NCUM(8O0)









TT0(1 000 ),.:TRIPS( 1000)
101 FORMAT (2110, 2F10. 0,110)
102 FORMAT (2I10.2F10.2)
;00 FORMAT (2I10.F10.1)
C SAD THZ NETWORK 5ESCRIPTI01 RIP TALE
?.SA3 ( 5 , 300 ) NZONE , NLINK , PSRLAP
LINK+1)=0
IZONE=0







if (LASTcn.ss.Dao to ^30
.-RITE (6,700)




DO 75 1=1 . '
75 3AVS(I)=0.0
IIIDSX=0








C PROHIBIT THE 1)32 OF CSNTROIDS AS INTERMEDIATE NODES ON A ROUTS
6 IF (NM.GT. 7) GO TO 501
IF (NM.SQ.IIHOME) GO TO 501
GO TO 8
C SEARCH FOR THE REST ROUTE
501 DC 7 I=NM,NLINK
I? (N(I)-NM) 7,3.8
3 K=J(I)
IF (TSUK(K).99999. 99) 7,18,7
1 8 NCM=NCM+1
TCUM(NCM)=TSUM(NM)+TLINK(I)





















12 DO 14 NK=NP,"
TCUM(1W>=STCUM(SM+1
)








Z CALCULATE THE ACTUAL SERVICE LEVEL AND
COMPARE IT WITH THE ACCEPTABLE C
70 ACTSL=DSU>:(K)*75.0/TSUH(K)/1?2.0
..RITE (6,120) A3TSL
1 20 FORMAT ( 30X , 1 3HAVERAGE SPEED IS , F6. 2
)











: : : . escription 0? th^ acceptable row
400 mite (6,102) ms,i,tsdm(i),d3dm(i)
I? (I- ] 64,71,64








IF (MS. EC. 3) J<T 1=?
IF . .3) JJ2=3











GO TO l 1
73 ilast=index-1
I? (ILAST.EQ.O) GO TO 40;
fRITE (6,83)
83 FORMAT (45X,25HII0 MORE ACCEPTABLE ROUTES)
CALCULATG THE ATTRACTIVENESS FACTORS OF THE ACCEPTABLE IC
C A!!D THE TRIPS TO BE ASSIGNED TO SACK
FTOTAL=0.0












402 rtRITE (6,603) INDEX,LTRIP(INDEX)
603 FORMAT (13H ROUTE NUMBER, I4,5X,14HASSIGNED TRIPS, 17)
GO TO 405
403 WRITE (6,404)





701 FORMAT (45X.19HZ0NAL DEFICIENCT IS.I7)
CO TO c,2
405 DO 419 L=1,NLINK
. 419 INDEX=1, ILAST
419 LOAD(L,INDEX)=0
DO 440 INDEX=1 ,ILAST
"I X ,„=. (INDEX)-1




IF (::(T1). . P.AND.J(H).EQ.JP) LX=I1
960 CONTIl




dc 490 l=1 ,nlink




C RE-ESTABLISH THE FULL NETWORK DESCRIPTION
424 DO 76 L=1,NLINK






800 FORMAT (1K1,1;.X,17HLI:'K DEFICIENCIES, 43X.18HZC - ] I TES)
LITE (6,702)
702 FCRKAT( 1 HO, 5X, 4HFR0M, 4x, 2HT0, 4X.4HLCAD, X, 53CAPACITT, 1 X,
1 5HDSFCY,
'
;0X,4H7R0M,4X, 2HT0, 2X, 1 1 HZONAL DSFCY)
DO 801 LL=1 tNEND
IDEF(LL)=LOADD(LL)-ICA?(LL)
IF- (IDEF(LL).LE.O) IDSF(LL)=0
801 ITE (6,802) : T (LL),J(LL) I LOADD(LL),ICAP(LL),IDSr(LL),
ROM(LL),NTO(LL),MTRIPS(IiL)





431 WHITE (6,432) !!(LX),J(LX),LOADD(LX),ICAP(LX),IDEF(LX)
432 FORMAT (518)




508 F0RMAT(1H0, 5X,4HFR0K,4X,2HT0,4X,4HL0AD, 3X,8HCAPACITY,1 X, 5HDZ^
DO 505 J4=1,NLINK
if (n(j4).gt.j(j4)) go to 505
DO 50^ J5=1,!XriK
IF (!I(J4).EQ.J(J5)) GO TO 502
GO TO" 504
502 IF (J(J4).SQ.N(J5)) GO TO 503
GO TO 504
503 LL0ADD(J4)=L0ADD(J4)
LOADD ( J4 )=LOADD ( J4 )+L0ADD ( J 5
)
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Ilonroe Trip Table - External Internal Trios
Zone
No.
26 27 28 29 30 31 2 33 34 35 36 37
01 102 62 63 40 41 17 25 95 66 10 46 587
02 12 14 21 8 12 12 35 15 \k 143
03 22 17 26 13 18 12 41 '7 14 200
04 7 7
05 13 13
06 22 9 7 7 7 21
' 18 14
07 22 18 1 7 7 12 11 14 26 130
08 34 10 18 26 16 12 ; 17 12 168
09 30 9 25 10 14 11 16 14
'
139
10 62 22 48 7 24 54 o 16 26 14
11 13 15 6 3*»
12 18 9 20 7 54
13 24 15 6 «*5
14 35 8 9 12 152 10 226
15 11 7 18 72 a 117
16 19 21 12 12 20 27 15 55 24 :: :
17 48 30 12 7 12 o 40 17 6 -
18 35 41 9 14 7 6 22 15
'. 159
19 15 7 8 9 39
20 14 6 9 7 9 10
21 48 48
22 30 10 32 22 22 17 6 7 16 9 7 178
23 11 28 10 15 1 7 84
24 15 16 40 71
25 15 8 8 14 29 14 88
629 284 389 29 253 333 32 169 626 362 71 275
APPENDIX S
Monroe Link Table - Link Level of Service "J"
APPENDIX S
Konroe Link Table - Link Level of Service " ;"
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36 1 - 55
86 j ' 28
86 78 50
87 12 67
87 24 53
87 2 54
87 80 70
87 31 55
87 83 41
88 25 36
88 1 •26
88 84 76
NLINK = 266
NZONE = 88
15
25
30
30
20
30
30
20
3-0
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
25
35
30
40
40
25
25
40
40
25
?540
35
25
25
40
30
X)
30
25
40
40
400
400
300
400
300
500
400
400
400
500
400
500
150
400
1230
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
400
300
300
500
500


